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OPERATOR ERROR ESTIMATES FOR HOMOGENIZATION

OF FOURTH ORDER ELLIPTIC EQUATIONS

S. E. PASTUKHOVA

Abstract. Homogenization of elliptic divergence-type fourth-order operators with
ε-periodic coefficients is studied. Here ε is a small parameter. Approximations for
the resolvent are obtained in the (L2 → L2)- and (L2 → H2)-operator norms with
an error of order ε. A particular focus is on operators with bi-Laplacian, which,
as compared with the general case, have their own special features that result in
simplification of proofs. Operators of the type considered in the paper appear in the
study of the elastic properties of thin plates. The operator estimates are proved with
the help of the so-called shift method suggested by V. V. Zhikov in 2005.

§1. Introduction

Elliptic fourth order operators of the form

(1.1)
∑

i,j,s,h

∂2

∂xi∂xj

(
aijsh(x)

∂2

∂xs∂xh

)

arise, for example, in the study of elastic properties of thin plates. Let us give some
explanations.

The general linear elasticity system describes the three-dimensional displacement field
at every point of a plate. From this second order system one deduces the autonomous
equation for the transverse component of the middle plane displacement vector, but
this equation is of order four. Thus, for this quantity, called the deflection of a plate,
an equation for the (middle) plane is obtained. So, reduction of the problem dimension
leads to the doubling of the equation order. In some sense, the equation for the deflection
of a thin plate inherits the fourth-order tensor, called the elasticity tensor, from the
initial three-dimensional system. This tensor determines the energy density and the
state equation for an elastic plate, connecting the elastic stress tensor with the strain
tensor. In the case of the homogeneous isotropic plate, when the fourth-order elasticity
tensor for the initial system is only characterized by two constants (Lamé coefficients),
we obtain an equation with bi-Laplacian for the deflection. This equation involves only
one physical constant called the modulus of rigidity of the plate. This equation was
deduced by Sophie Germain in the early XIX century.

If the plate represents a periodic composite (for simplicity, with two components)
whose phases are homogeneous and isotropic with different elastic moduli, then the So-
phie Germain equation involves the oscillating modulus of rigidity. More precisely, the
modulus is a step function whose values are constant on each phase. If the plate is
assumed to be nonhomogeneous and anisotropic, including the case of a periodic com-
posite structure, then the equation for the deflection becomes more complicated than the
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Sophie Germain equation. The equation for the deflection takes the form (1.1) and is
characterized by the fourth-order nonhomogeneous tensor a(x) = {aijsh(x)} of the gen-
eral form subject to the conditions of symmetry, positive definiteness, and boundedness.
In particular, these conditions make the equation elliptic.

In connection with what has been said above, in what follows we distinguish two classes
of the fourth order elliptic operators with oscillating coefficients arising in the elasticity
theory. We agree to call them equations with bi-Laplacian and equations with tensor
of the general form. The equations are considered in the entire space R

d, they have
the resolvent form and contain ε-periodic coefficients. An arbitrary dimension d ≥ 2
is allowed, while, from the physical point of view, the case where d = 2 is the most
interesting. Homogenization of these equations is obtained. In other words, we pass to
the limit in the equations as ε → 0. The homogenized equation is of the same type, but
it has constant coefficients. Moreover, the error estimates are proved under the minimal
regularity assumptions on the problem data (the coefficients and the right-hand side).
As a result, it is possible to formulate the estimates in the operator form. The reason
is that the differential expression (1.1) represents a selfadjoint positive definite operator
acting in L2(Rd) whose precise definition can be given in terms of the corresponding
quadratic form on the domain H2(Rd) (the Sobolev space of functions that are square
integrable together with their derivatives up to the order two). Thus, the fourth order
elliptic equations under consideration can be interpreted as operator equations in the
space L2(Rd), and the limit procedure can be understood in the sense of the resolvent
convergence, strong or uniform. Actually, by the energy estimate, the resolvent acts
from L2(Rd) to H2(Rd). Our main goal in the present paper is to find approximation
in the (L2 → H2)-operator norm for the resolvent of the initial operator with ε-periodic
coefficients. Such approximation is established with error estimate of order ε. As a
consequence, an estimate for the difference of the resolvents of the initial operator and
the homogenized one in the (L2 → L2)-operator norm is obtained; this estimate is of
order ε.

The choice of the class of operators with bi-Laplacian among operators of the general
form (1.1) is justified by the fact that homogenization of such operators has its own special
features and is strongly similar to homogenization of the second order one-dimensional
operators d

dxa(x/ε)
d
dx , where a(y) is a 1-periodic function on the real line. It is well

known that in this simplest case the homogenized operator is d
dxa

hom d
dx , where ahom =

〈a−1〉−1 is the harmonic mean of the periodic function a(y), 〈 · 〉 =
∫ 1

0
· dy. Replacing here

formally the differentiation d
dx , x∈R, by the d-dimensional Laplacian Δ =

∑d
i=1

∂2

∂x2
i
, we

obtain the d-dimensional fourth order operator Δa(x/ε)Δ. For this operator, the same
homogenization formula is true with the harmonic mean of a 1-periodic coefficient a(y),
y ∈ R

d, over the periodicity cell (the unite cube [0, 1)d). The difference from the case
of operators like (1.1) with a fourth-order tensor of the general form a(x) = {aijsh(x)}
is that it is not needed to solve an auxiliary problem on the periodicity cell to find the
homogenized tensor ahom, as is usual for homogenization of multidimensional problems.
For obvious reasons, all such cases are of special interest, but they occur not very often.
A simpler (compared to the general case) homogenization procedure for equations with
oscillating bi-Laplacian has further consequences. Approximation for the resolvent of the
initial operator in the (L2 → H2)-operator norm and its justification, i.e., the proof of
the error estimate for this approximation, become simpler. For this reason, the case of
the bi-Laplacian is studied in the first place. A number of technical tricks used in the
general situation is not required in this case. We mean, for example, representation of
“the divergence-free fields” or introduction of an additional parameter of integration by
shifting the argument of the periodic coefficients of the operator.
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This work pertains to the homogenization theory started more than 50 years ago.
Among the basic monographs on this subject, we mention [1, 2, 3]. The interest in
operator estimates for homogenization arose comparatively recently with the appearance
of the paper [4] by M. Sh. Birman and T. A. Suslina. In the last decade, many interesting
results in this direction were obtained by many authors, and different methods were
developed in the process. As to the method, the present paper continues the series of
papers that started from [5, 6] and demonstrates the applicability of the shift method,
suggested for the first time by V. V. Zhikov [5], to differential operators of an arbitrary
even order 2m ≥ 4 . As an example, the case where m = 2 is considered. Perhaps, from
the point of view of applications, e.g., to elasticity theory, the fourth order equations are
the most interesting and important among all higher order equations. In §5, we discuss
further generalizations to the higher order operators that can be studied by the shift
method.

Operator error estimates for homogenization of higher order equations were studied
before in [7], but only L2-estimates were treated. In [7], the spectral method developing
the approach of M. Sh. Birman and T. A. Suslina [4] was used.

§2. The equation with the bi-Laplacian

2.1. In R
d, we consider the following equation with a small parameter ε ∈ (0, 1):

uε ∈ H2(Rd), Aεu
ε + uε = f, f ∈ L2(Rd),

Aε = Δ a(x/ε)Δ,
(2.1)

where Δ =
∑

i ∂
2
xi

is the Laplace operator and a(y) is a real-valued measurable periodic

function with the periodicity cell Y = [− 1
2 ,

1
2 )

d such that

(2.2) ∃λ > 0 : λ ≤ a(y) ≤ λ−1 for a. e. y ∈ Y.

The solution of (2.1) is understood in the sense of the integral identity

(2.3)

∫
Rd

[
a
(x
ε

)
ΔuεΔϕ+ uεϕ

]
dx =

∫
Rd

fϕ dx, ϕ ∈ H2(Rd).

Here and in what follows, the function spaces L2(Rd), H2(Rd), etc., are viewed as spaces
over R consisting of real-valued functions. From the energy identity (we take ϕ = uε

in (2.3)) it follows that

(2.4)

∫
Rd

(|Δuε|2 + |uε|2)dx ≤ c(λ)

∫
Rd

|f |2 dx.

The integral on the left-hand side of (2.4) determines the square of the norm in H2(Rd).
Via the Fourier transformation, it is easily seen that this norm is equivalent to the
standard one defined by the relation

‖ϕ‖2H2(Rd) =

∫
Rd

(|∇2ϕ|2 + |∇ϕ|2 + |ϕ|2) dx.

By (2.4), the family uε is bounded in H2(Rd) and, by the embedding theorem, it is
obviously compact, e.g., in L2

loc(R
d). The limit (or homogenized) equation (as ε → 0) is

the equation with the usual bi-Laplacian Δ2:

u ∈ H2(Rd), Au+ u = f, f ∈ L2(Rd),

A = ahomΔ2, ahom = 〈a−1〉−1.
(2.5)

Recall that

〈ϕ〉 =
∫
Y

ϕ(y) dy
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denotes the mean value of a function ϕ over the cell Y .
The following theorem provides proximity between the solutions of the initial problem

and the homogenized one.

Theorem 2.1. The difference of the solutions of problems (2.1) and (2.5) satisfies the
estimate

(2.6) ‖uε − u‖L2(Rd) ≤ c0ε‖f‖L2(Rd),

where the constant c0 depends only on the dimension d and the constant λ in condi-
tion (2.2).

In accordance with (2.6), the function u is an L2-approximation for the solution of
equation (2.1). Inequality (2.6) implies an estimate for the difference of the resolvents in
the operator norm:

‖(Aε + 1)−1 − (A+ 1)−1‖L2(Rd)→L2(Rd) ≤ c0ε.

To give an approximation for uε in the H2-norm, we add a correction term, which
takes the fast oscillations into account, to the principal approximation u(x) depending
only on the slow variable x. The corrector is constructed with the help of the 1-periodic
function N(y) that is the solution of an auxiliary problem on the cell Y (see problem (2.9)
below). Namely, the H2-approximation is given by

(2.7) vε(x) = u(x) + ε2N(y)Δu(x), y = x/ε.

For this definition to be consistent, the function vε should belong to the space H2(Rd),
which is not obvious. Justification of this fact is given below in Subsection 2.3.

Theorem 2.2. We have

(2.8) ‖uε − vε‖H2(Rd) ≤ c0ε‖f‖L2(Rd),

where c0 is a constant of the same type as in (2.6).

Estimate (2.8) means that the approximation for the resolvent (Aε + 1)−1, viewed as
an operator from L2(Rd) to H2(Rd), is the sum (A+ 1)−1 + ε2Kε, where the correction
term Kε can be recovered by the corrector in (2.7): Kε = N(xε )Δ(A+ 1)−1. Thus,

‖(Aε + 1)−1 − (A+ 1)−1 − ε2Kε‖L2(Rd)→H2(Rd) ≤ c0ε.

2.2. Let us study the problem on the cell:

(2.9) N ∈ rH2
per(Y ), Δya(y)(ΔyN(y) + 1) = 0.

Here rH2
per(Y ) = {ϕ∈H2

per(Y ) : 〈ϕ〉 = 0} is the corresponding Sobolev space of periodic
functions with zero mean, and the solution is understood in the sense of the integral
identity

(2.10) 〈a(ΔyN + 1)Δyϕ〉 = 0, ϕ ∈ rH2
per(Y ).

Note that the norm in rH2
per(Y ) can be introduced in one of the following three equiv-

alent ways:

‖ϕ‖2
ĂH2

per(Y )
= 〈|∇2ϕ|2 + |∇ϕ|2 + |ϕ|2〉,

‖ϕ‖2
ĂH2

per(Y )
= 〈|∇2ϕ|2〉,

‖ϕ‖2
ĂH2

per(Y )
= 〈|Δϕ|2〉.

The equivalence of the first two norms is ensured by the Poincaré inequality

〈|ϕ|2〉 ≤ CP 〈|∇ϕ|2〉 for all ϕ ∈ H1(Y ) with 〈ϕ〉 = 0.
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The equivalence of the second and third norms can be deduced from the Parseval identity

by using the Fourier series expansion for ϕ ∈ rH2
per(Y ):

ϕ(y) =
∑

0�=n∈Zd

cne
i2πn·y, ∂yk

∂yj
ϕ(y) = (i2π)2

∑
0�=n∈Zd

nknjcne
i2πn·y,

Δϕ(y) = (i2π)2
∑

0�=n∈Zd

|n|2cnei2πn·y, |n|2 = n2
1 + · · ·+ n2

d, i =
√
−1.

Lemma 2.3. Problem (2.9) is uniquely solvable, and the solution of it satisfies the
equation

(2.11) ΔyN(y) = 〈a−1〉−1a(y)−1 − 1.

In terms of the constant ahom (see (2.5)), this means the constancy of the flux

(2.12) a(y)(ΔyN(y) + 1) ≡ ahom.

Proof. We rewrite identity (2.10) in the form

(2.13) 〈aΔyNΔyϕ〉 = −〈aΔyϕ〉, ϕ ∈ rH2
per(Y ).

Using the Riesz representation theorem for linear functionals in a Hilbert space, we
deduce the unique solvability of problem (2.9). By the above comment about equivalent

norms on rH2
per(Y ), the left-hand side of (2.13) determines an inner product, and the

right-hand side is a continuous functional on rH2
per(Y ).

By (2.9), the periodic function a(ΔyN + 1) is harmonic and, consequently, it is con-
stant:

a(ΔyN + 1) = const = 〈a(ΔyN + 1)〉 = c,

ΔN = a−1c− 1.

Since 〈ΔN〉 = 0, we have 〈a−1〉c − 1 = 0, c = 〈a−1〉−1, and relations (2.11), (2.12)
follow. �

Lemma 2.3 guarantees the following boundedness properties of the solution of the cell
problem:

(2.14) N, ∇N,ΔN ∈ L∞(Y ),

which is important for what follows. Indeed, by the elliptic theory (see, e.g., [8, III,
Theorem 15.1]), the solution N of equation (2.11) satisfies

N ∈ W 2,q
per(Y ) for all q > 1.

Hence, by the embedding theorem, ∇N ∈ L∞(Y ) and N ∈ L∞(Y ). Moreover, ΔN ∈
L∞(Y ) by (2.11),

2.3. For the first approximation vε(x) defined by (2.7), formal computations show that

Δvε(x) = Δu(x) + ΔyN(y)Δu(x)

+ 2ε
∑
i

(∂yi
N(y))∂xi

Δu(x) + ε2N(y)Δ2u(x), y = x/ε,(2.15)

because of the following differentiation formula for a two-scale function:

ΔΦ(x, x/ε) =
(
ΔxΦ(x, y) + ε−2ΔyΦ(x, y) + 2ε−1

∑
i

∂yi
∂xi

Φ(x, y)
)∣∣∣

y=x/ε
.

By the elliptic theory, the solution of problem (2.5) is regular: u ∈ H4(Rd) and

(2.16) ‖u‖H4(Rd) ≤ c(λ)‖f‖L2(Rd).
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Then, in view of (2.14), each summand in (2.7) and (2.15) belongs to L2(Rd), whence

vε, Δvε ∈ L2(Rd) ⇒ vε ∈ H2(Rd),

which is required for H2-approximation.
We proceed to the direct deduction of estimate (2.8). Now we estimate the discrepancy

of the function vε in equation (2.1):

Aεv
ε + vε − f = Aεv

ε + vε − (Au+ u)

= Δ(a(y)Δvε − ahomΔu) + (vε − u), y = x/ε.
(2.17)

Here, by (2.15) and (2.12), the difference of the fluxes is equal to

(2.18) a(y)Δvε − ahomΔu = [a(y)(1 + ΔyN)− ahom]Δu(x) +Rε = Rε,

where

(2.19) Rε = a(y)
[
2ε

∑
i

(∂yi
N(y))∂xi

Δu(x) + ε2N(y)Δ2u(x)
]
.

From (2.17)–(2.19) we deduce the relation

Aε(v
ε − uε) + vε − uε = Aεv

ε + vε −Aεu
ε − uε

(2.1)
= Aεv

ε + vε − f = ΔRε + rε, rε = ε2N(y)Δu(x).
(2.20)

For the equation

Aεz
ε + zε = ΔRε + rε, Rε, rε ∈ L2(Rd),

which is more general than (2.1), an energy estimate similar to (2.4) holds true:

‖Δzε‖2L2(Rd) + ‖zε‖2L2(Rd) ≤ c(λ)(‖Rε‖2L2(Rd) + ‖rε‖2L2(Rd)).

Using the structure of the functions Rε and rε in (2.20) and the boundedness of the
multipliers N and ∇N noted above, we get∫

Rd

(|Δ(vε − uε)|2 + |vε − uε|2) dx ≤ cε2
∫
Rd

|U |2 dx,

where

|U |2 = |Δu|2 + |∇Δu|2 + |Δ2u|2, ‖U‖L2(Rd)

(2.16)
≤ C‖f‖L2(Rd).

As a result, the H2-estimate (2.8) is proved. We obtain the L2-estimate (2.6) by
simply roughening this inequality.

§3. Equation with tensor of the general form

3.1. In R
d, we consider the following fourth order equation with a parameter ε ∈ (0, 1):

uε ∈ H2(Rd), Aεu
ε + uε = f, f ∈ L2(Rd),

Aε = D∗ aε(x)D.
(3.1)

Here Dϕ = ∇2ϕ =
{

∂2ϕ
∂xi∂xj

}d

i,j=1
is the matrix of second order derivatives; aε(x) = a(xε ),

and a(y) = {aijsh(y)} is a measurable fourth order tensor with real entries periodic with

respect to the sell Y =
[
− 1

2 ,
1
2

)d
and satisfying the symmetry and ellipticity conditions

aijsh = ashij , aijsh = ajish = aijhs,

∃λ > 0 : λξ · ξ ≤ aξ · ξ ≤ λ−1ξ · ξ
(3.2)

for any symmetric matrix ξ = {ξij}. Thus, the action of the tensor a on a symmetric
matrix ξ is the symmetric matrix η = aξ, and, for an arbitrary matrix ξ, we have
aξ = aξs, where ξs = 1/2(ξ + ξT ) is the symmetric part of the matrix ξ. The operator
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D∗ = ∇∗∇∗ = div div formally acts on a matrix η = {ηij} as D∗η = ∂2

∂xi∂xj
ηij . Here the

relation

(3.3) D∗η = f, where η ∈ L2(Rd)d×d, f ∈ L2(Rd),

is understood in the sense of distributions on R
d, i. e., in the sense of the integral identity

(3.4)

∫
Rd

η ·Dϕdx =

∫
Rd

fϕ dx, ϕ ∈ C∞
0 (Rd).

Above and in what follows, unless otherwise indicated, summation from 1 to d is assumed
over repeated indices. By ξ ·η we denote the inner product of the matrices ξ = {ξ}ij and
η = {η}ij , i.e., ξ · η = ξijηij .

So, in a detailed form, the operator Aε is given by

Aε =
∂2

∂xi∂xj

(
aijsh

(x
ε

) ∂2

∂xs∂xh

)
.

By (3.3) and (3.4), the solution of equation (3.1) is understood in the sense of the
integral identity∫

Rd

[aε(x)Duε ·Dϕ+ uεϕ] dx =

∫
Rd

fϕ dx, ϕ ∈ C∞
0 (Rd),

where, by closure, test functions can be taken from H2(Rd). By the Riesz representation
theorem for linear functionals on a Hilbert space, it follows that equation (3.1) admits a
unique solution. Herewith,

(3.5) ‖uε‖H2(Rd) ≤ c(λ)‖f‖L2(Rd).

Example. The tensor a acts on a matrix ξ as aξ = α(Tr ξ)E, where Tr ξ = ξii is the
trace of the matrix ξ, E is the identity matrix, and α is a scalar. Obviously, aξ · ξ =
α(Tr ξ)2, and the matrix ξ = Dϕ satisfies TrDϕ = Δϕ, aDϕ ·Dϕ = αΔϕΔϕ. Such a
tensor gives rise to an equation of type (2.1).

As ε → 0, the limit (or homogenized) equation for (3.1) is similar to the initial
equation, but it has constant coefficients:

u ∈ H2(Rd), Au+ u = f, f ∈ L2(Rd),

A = D∗ ahomD.
(3.6)

The constant fourth-order tensor ahom is defined below, see (3.11).

Theorem 3.1. The difference of the solutions of problems (3.1) and (3.6) satisfies

(3.7) ‖uε − u‖L2(Rd) ≤ c0ε‖f‖L2(Rd),

where the constant c0 depends only on the dimension d and the constant λ occurring
in (3.2).

3.2. Now we introduce the cell problems for the matrix entries of the matrix N =
{Nij}i,j :

(3.8) Nij ∈ rH2
per(Y ), D∗

ya(y)(DyNij(y) + eij) = 0, i, j = 1, . . . , d.

Here the space rH2
per(Y ) is the same as in Subsection 2.2 and eij = {eijsh}s,h is the matrix

with the entries eijsh = δisδ
j
h, where δis is the Kronecker symbol. The relation

(3.9) D∗
yb(y) = 0, b ∈ L2(Y )d×d,

means that we have

(3.10) 〈b ·Dϕ〉 = 0, ϕ ∈ C∞
per(Y ),
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where, by closure, test functions can be taken in rH2
per(Y ). Recall that 〈 · 〉 =

∫
Y

· dy.
By (3.9)–(3.10), the solution of the cell problem satisfies the identity

〈aDNij ·Dϕ〉 = −〈aeij ·Dϕ〉, ϕ ∈ rH2
per(Y ).

By the Riesz theorem, equation (3.8) admits a unique solution.
The tensor ahom involved in (3.6) is defined by the relations

(3.11) ahomeij = 〈a( · )(DyNij( · ) + eij)〉, i, j = 1, . . . , d.

The tensor ahom inherits the properties of symmetry and positive definiteness from (3.2).
This can be proved in the same way as a similar fact for homogenization of second order
divergence-type elliptic equations (see, e.g., [2, 3]). Hence, by the constancy of ahom, it
is easy to obtain the elliptic estimate for the solution of the homogenized equation:

(3.12) ‖u‖H4(Rd) ≤ c(λ)ε‖f‖L2(Rd).

The following representation lemma plays an important role in the sequel.

Lemma 3.2. Let g = {gsh}s,h∈L2(Y )d×d be a symmetric matrix such that 〈g〉 = 0 and
D∗g = 0. Then there exists a family of 1-periodic matrices Gsh = {Gsh

ij }i,j, s, h =
1, . . . , d, such that

Gsh
ij = Gsh

ji (symmetry),

Gsh
ij = −Gij

sh (skew-symmetry),
(3.13)

‖Gsh‖H2(Y )d×d ≤ c(d)‖g‖L2(Y )d×d , s, h = 1, . . . , d,(3.14)

D∗Gsh = gsh, s, h = 1, . . . , d.(3.15)

Proof. We have the Fourier series expansion

gij(y) =
∑

0�=n∈Zd

gijn e2πn·y
√
−1.

Then the condition D∗g = 0 means that

(3.16) gijn ninj = 0 for all n.

We introduce the matrix Gsh = {Gsh
ij }i,j with the Fourier series coefficients

Gsh
ij,n = (−gijn nsnh + gshn ninj)|n|−4(−4π2)−1.

Obviously, conditions (3.13) and (3.14) are fulfilled. In addition, the nth term of the
Fourier series satisfies

D∗[Gsh
n e2πn·y

√
−1

]
=

∂2

∂yi∂yj

[
Gsh

ij,ne
2πn·y

√
−1

]

= e2πn·y
√
−1|n|−4(−gijn nsnhninj + gshn ninjninj) = e2πn·y

√
−1gshn .

Here relation (3.16) and the identity ninjninj = |n|4 were taken into account. Thus,
condition (3.15) is also fulfilled. The lemma is proved. �

Lemma 3.2 can be applied to the matrix-valued function

(3.17) gij = a(DyNij + eij)− ahomeij ,

because, by (3.8) and (3.11), the conditions D∗gij = 0 and 〈gij〉 = 0 are satisfied.
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3.3. Our next goal is to prove Theorem 3.1 about the error estimate for the principal
approximation (or L2-approximation) of the solution uε. For this purpose, we use the
solutions of problems (3.6) and (3.8) to define the so-called first approximation

(3.18) vε(x) = u(x) + ε2N(y) ·Du(x), y = x/ε,

or, in more detail,

vε(x) = u(x) + ε2Nij(y)
∂2u(x)

∂xi∂xj
, y = x/ε.

Now we try to prove estimate (2.8), in which vε can be called an H2-approximation to uε.
First, we assume that u is infinitely smooth and decays sufficiently fast at infinity

together with its derivatives. For example, this is true if f ∈ C∞
0 (Rd) in (3.1). Under

such assumptions, vε ∈ H2(Rd), and we can estimate the discrepancy for the function vε

in equation (3.1).
A two-scale function satisfies the following differentiation formula:

DΦ(x, x/ε) = [DxΦ(x, y) + ε−2DyΦ(x, y)

+ ε−1∇x×∇yΦ(x, y) + ε−1∇y×∇xΦ(x, y)]
∣∣
y=x/ε

,

where the d-dimensional vectors α and β form the matrix α×β = {αiβj}ij . By this
formula,

Dvε(x) = Du(x) +DyNij(y)
∂2u(x)

∂xi∂xj
+ ε∇x

∂2u(x)

∂xi∂xj
×∇yNij(y)

+ ε∇yNij(y)×∇x
∂2u(x)

∂xi∂xj
+ ε2Nij(y)D

∂2u(x)

∂xi∂xj
, y = x/ε,

and, by the symmetry properties of the tensor a, we have

a(y)Dvε(x) = a(y)(DyNij(y) + eij)
∂2u(x)

∂xi∂xj
+ ε2a(y)∇yNij(y)×∇x

∂2u(x)

∂xi∂xj

+ ε2a(y)Nij(y)D
∂2u(x)

∂xi∂xj
.

Hence,

Rε(x) := aDvε − ahomDu = [a(DyNij + eij)− ahomeij ]
∂2u

∂xi∂xj

+ 2εa∇yNij ×∇x
∂2u

∂xi∂xj
+ ε2aNijD

∂2u

∂xi∂xj
,

(3.19)

(3.20) Rε(x)
(3.17)
= gij

(x
ε

) ∂2u(x)

∂xi∂xj
+ r1ε(x),

where r1ε(x) is the sum of the last two terms in (3.19). Thus,

Aεv
ε + vε − f = Aεv

ε + vε −Au− u = D∗(aDvε − ahomDu) + r0ε ,

r0ε(x) = ε2N(x/ε) ·Du(x).
(3.21)

On the other hand, f = Aεu
ε + uε, and, by (3.19)–(3.21),

(3.22) Aε(v
ε − uε) + vε − uε = D∗Rε + r0ε = D∗

(
gij

(x
ε

) ∂2u(x)

∂xi∂xj

)
+D∗r1ε(x) + r0ε(x),

where the smallness of the summand D∗(gij(x
ε

) ∂2u(x)
∂xi∂xj

)
is most problematic.
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Applying Lemma 3.2 to the matrix gij (see the remark to (3.17)), we obtain the
following representation:

gijsh(y) = D∗
yG

sh,ij(y),

and the potential Gsh,ij possesses the properties of symmetry and skew-symmetry:

(3.23) Gsh,ij
km = Gsh,ij

mk , Gsh,ij
km = −Gkm,ij

sh .

Hence, we have (without summation over i and j)

gijsh

(x
ε

) ∂2u(x)

∂xi∂xj
= (D∗

yG
sh,ij)

(x
ε

) ∂2u(x)

∂xi∂xj
=

(
D∗

xε
2Gsh,ij

(x
ε

)) ∂2u(x)

∂xi∂xj

= D∗
x

(
ε2Gsh,ij

(x
ε

) ∂2u(x)

∂xi∂xj

)
+ r2ε ,

r2ε = −ε2Gsh,ij
(x
ε

)
·Dx

∂2u(x)

∂xi∂xj
− 2ε(divy G

sh,ij)
(x
ε

)
· ∇ ∂2u(x)

∂xi∂xj
.

(3.24)

Here we have used the following rule of application of the operator D∗ to the product of
a symmetric matrix B and a scalar b:

D∗(Bb) = bD∗B +B ·Db+ 2(divB) · ∇b.

By the skew-symmetry property in (3.23), relations (3.22) and (3.24) imply that

(3.25) Aε(v
ε − uε) + vε − uε = D∗(r2ε + r1ε) + r0ε .

Indeed, the most problematic summand in (3.22) satisfies the integral identity∫
Rd

gij
(x
ε

) ∂2u(x)

∂xi∂xj
·Dϕdx =

∫
Rd

gijsh

(x
ε

) ∂2u(x)

∂xi∂xj

∂2ϕ

∂xs∂xh
dx

(3.24)
=

∫
Rd

D∗
x

(
ε2Gsh,ij

(x
ε

) ∂2u(x)

∂xi∂xj

)
∂2ϕ

∂xs∂xh
dx+

∫
Rd

r2ε ·Dϕdx

=

∫
Rd

ε2Gsh,ij
km

(x
ε

) ∂2u(x)

∂xi∂xj

∂2

∂xk∂xm

∂2

∂xs∂xh
ϕdx+

∫
Rd

r2ε ·Dϕdx

(3.23)2=

∫
Rd

r2ε ·Dϕdx

on the compactly supported test functions. This implies (3.25).
The difference vε − uε satisfies the following equation, which is slightly more general

than (3.1):

Aεz + z = D∗F + f, F ∈ L2(Rd)d×d, f ∈ L2(Rd).

In this case, an analog of the energy estimate of the type (3.5) is given by

‖z‖H2(Rd) ≤ C(‖F‖L2(Rd)d×d + ‖f‖L2(Rd)).

Therefore, using the form of the right-hand side of (3.25), we estimate vε − uε:

(3.26) ‖vε − uε‖2H2(Rd) ≤ cε2
∫
Rd

∣∣∣b(x
ε

)∣∣∣2|U(x)|2 dx,

where

|U |2 = |∇2u|2 + |∇3u|2 + |∇4u|2, ‖U‖L2(Rd)

(3.12)
≤ C‖f‖L2(Rd),

and the role of the oscillating factor b(y) is played by the functions Nij(y), G
sh,ij(y),

or by their gradients (see (3.20), (3.21), and (3.24)). From this, (3.7) can be deduced
directly, under the boundedness property

(3.27) ‖b‖L∞(Y ) ≤ c, c = const(λ, d).
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This estimate holds true in the particular case studied in §2. In the general case, nothing
ensures this estimate, and we need to find another way.

3.4. If estimate (3.27) fails, we proceed as follows. Consider a family of perturbed
problems

uε
ω ∈ H2(Rd), Aε

ωu
ε
ω + uε

ω = f, f ∈ L2(Rd),

Aε
ω = D∗ a(x/ε+ ω)D,

(3.28)

with the shift parameter ω ∈ Y in the coefficients of the equation. By the periodicity of
the tensor a, for any ω problem (3.6) is the homogenized one for problem (3.28) and the
first approximation is given by

(3.29) vεω(x) = u(x) + ε2N(y + ω) ·Du(x), y = x/ε.

An estimate of type (3.26) holds true:

‖vεω − uε
ω‖2H2(Rd) ≤ cε2

∫
Rd

∣∣∣b(x
ε
+ ω

)∣∣∣2|U(x)|2 dx,

and integrating this over ω ∈ Y , we obtain∫
Y

‖vεω − uε
ω‖2H2(Rd)dω ≤ cε2

∫
Y

∫
Rd

∣∣∣b(x
ε
+ ω

)∣∣∣2|U(x)|2 dx dω

≤ cε2‖b‖2L2(Y )‖U‖2L2(Rd) ≤ c0ε
2‖U‖2L2(Rd).

Here, at the second step, we have changed the order of integration and applied the
estimate

‖b‖L2(Y ) ≤ c, c = const(λ, d),

which, in contrast to (3.27), is certainly ensured by the properties of the functions Nij(y)
and Gsh,ij(y).

We arrive at the following lemma.

Lemma 3.3. The difference of the solution of problem (3.28) and the first approxima-
tion (3.29) satisfies the following estimate (integrated over ω):

(3.30)

∫
Y

∫
Rd

(|D(uε
ω − vεω)|2 + |uε

ω − vεω|2) dx dω ≤ c0ε
2‖f‖2L2(Rd),

where c0 is a constant of the same type as in (3.7).

Now we deduce some consequences from the integrated estimate (3.30).

1◦. Consider the family of functions ruε
ω = uε(x + εω) that are solutions of equation

(3.28) with the shifted right-hand side f(x+ εω), i.e.,

Aε
ωruε

ω + ruε
ω = f(x+ εω).

Then

(3.31) Aε
ω(u

ε
ω − ruε

ω) + uε
ω − ruε

ω = f(x)− f(x+ εω).

By the properties of the shift, the right-hand side of (3.31) satisfies(∫
Rd

(f(x)− f(x+ εω))ϕ(x) dx

)2

≤ ‖f‖2L2(Rd)

∫
Rd

|ϕ(x)− ϕ(x− εω)|2 dx

≤ cε2‖f‖2L2(Rd)‖∇ϕ‖2L2(Rd), c = const(d).

Hence, from (3.31) it follows that

‖uε
ω − ruε

ω‖H2(Rd) ≤ εC‖f‖L2(Rd).
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This estimate allows us to replace uε
ω by ruε

ω in (3.30) without damage to the right-hand
side. Namely,

I :=

∫
Y

∫
Rd

|D(ruε
ω − vεω)|2 dx dω +

∫
Y

∫
Rd

|ruε
ω − vεω|2 dx dω

≤ cε2‖f‖2L2(Rd), c = const(d, λ).

(3.32)

Dropping the integral with the gradient on the left-hand side of (3.32), changing the
order of integration in the remaining integral, and using convexity, we conclude that

(3.33)

∫
Rd

|〈ruε
ω − vεω〉ω|2 dx ≤ cε2‖f‖2L2(Rd),

where 〈 · 〉ω =
∫
Y

· dω. Obviously,

〈vεω〉ω
(3.29)
= u(x), 〈ruε

ω〉ω =

∫
Y

uε(x+ εω) dω = (Sεuε)(x)

is the Steklov average (or smoothing) of the function uε(x). The Steklov average

(Sεϕ)(x) =

∫
Y

ϕ(x+ εω) dω

of a function ϕ satisfies

(3.34) ‖Sεϕ− ϕ‖L2(Rd) ≤ cε‖∇ϕ‖L2(Rd), c = const(d).

So, from (3.33) we successively deduce the following inequalities:

(3.35) ‖Sεuε − u‖L2(Rd) ≤ cε‖f‖L2(Rd),

‖uε − u‖L2(Rd) ≤ ‖uε − Sεuε‖L2(Rd) + ‖Sεuε − u‖L2(Rd)c0ε‖f‖L2(Rd).

Here, at the final step, we have applied (3.34) and also the energy estimate (3.5) for uε.
This implies

‖uε − Sεuε‖L2(Rd) ≤ cε‖∇uε‖L2(Rd) ≤ Cε‖f‖L2(Rd).

As a result, estimate (3.7) is proved.
Along with (3.35), from (3.32) we obtain a similar estimate with the gradient D:

‖SεDuε −Du‖L2(Rd) ≤ cε‖f‖L2(Rd).

This yields the H2-estimate

(3.36) ‖Sεuε − u‖H2(Rd) ≤ c0ε‖f‖L2(Rd), c0 = const(d, λ),

which involves no correction terms.

2◦. Now we transform estimate (3.32) in a different way. Changing the variables by
the rule x → x′ = x+ εω, we have

ruε
ω(x) = uε(x′),

ruε
ω(x)− vεω(x) = uε(x′)− u(x′ − εω)− ε2N(x′/ε) ·Du(x′ − εω),

I
(3.32)
=

∫
Y

∫
Rd

[∣∣uε(x)− u(x− εω)− ε2N(x/ε) ·Du(x− εω)
∣∣2 + |D(. . . )|2

]
dx dω,

where the dots hide the difference of the functions occurring in the preceding term. So,
changing the order of integration ans using convexity, we obtain

(3.37) I ≥
∫
Rd

[
|zε|2 + |Dzε|2

]
dx,

where

zε(x) = uε(x)− 〈u(x− εω)〉ω − ε2N(x/ε) · 〈Du(x− εω)〉ω
= uε(x)− (Sεu)(x)− ε2N(x/ε) · Sε(Du)(x).

(3.38)
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Finally, from (3.32) and (3.37) it follows that∫
Rd

[
|zε|2 + |Dzε|2

]
dx ≤ cε2‖f‖2L2(Rd).

Here, in the expression for zε (see (3.38)) we can replace the Steklov average Sεu by the
function u itself, without damage to right-hand side, taking into account (3.34) and the
elliptic estimate for u. Thus, we arrive at the first approximation with the smoothed
corrector

(3.39) pvε(x) = u(x) + ε2N(x/ε) · Sε(Du)(x),

and also at the estimate∫
Rd

[
|uε − pvε|2 + |D(uε − pvε)|2

]
dx ≤ cε2‖f‖2L2(Rd).

Eventually, we obtain the following theorem about approximation in the H2-norm.

Theorem 3.4. The difference of the solution of problem (3.1) and the first approxima-
tion (3.39) satisfies the estimate

(3.40) ‖uε − u(x)− ε2N(x/ε) · Sε(Du)(x)‖H2(Rd) ≤ c0ε‖f‖L2(Rd),

where the constant c0 depends only on the dimension d and the constant λ occurring in
condition (3.2).

Moreover, because of the presence of the Steklov smoothing, the difference of the solu-
tions of the initial problem and the homogenized one is of order of O(ε) in the H2-norm
(without any correction terms), see estimate (3.36).

To compare, we write estimates (3.7) and (3.36) in the operator form alongside:

‖(Aε + 1)−1 − (A+ 1)−1‖L2(Rd)→L2(Rd) ≤ c0ε,

‖Sε(Aε + 1)−1 − (A+ 1)−1‖L2(Rd)→H2(Rd) ≤ c0ε.

Comments are superfluous.

§4. Estimates for the homogenized tensor

For the homogenized tensor defined by formula (3.11), we have the following two-sided
estimates

(4.1) 〈a−1〉−1 ≤ ahom ≤ 〈a〉,
called the Voight–Reuss bracketing. Here a−1 is the inverse tensor for a. It satisfies
conditions of type (3.2). These estimates are sharp, because both bounds can be attained.
We proceed to the proof of these estimates.

Consider the following cell problem involving a matrix parameter ξ = {ξij}∈Rd×d:

(4.2) Nξ ∈ rH2
per(Y ), D∗

ya(y)(DyNξ(y) + ξ) = 0.

By the linearity of the equation, we have the representation Nξ = Nijξij , where Nij is
the solution of problem (3.8). So,

〈a(DNξ + ξ)〉 = ahomξ, 〈a(DNξ + ξ) · (DNξ + ξ)〉 = ahomξ · ξ.
Then v = DNξ + ξ satisfies the relations

〈v〉 = ξ, 〈av〉 = ahomξ, 〈av · v〉 = ahomξ · ξ.
Hence, using the properties of the tensor a, we get

0 ≤ 〈a(v − ξ) · (v − ξ)〉 = 〈av · v〉 − 2〈av〉 · ξ + 〈a〉ξ · ξ
= ahomξ · ξ − 2ahomξ · ξ + 〈a〉ξ · ξ = (〈a〉 − ahom)ξ · ξ,
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which proves the upper estimate (4.1). Herewith, the identity ahom = 〈a〉 holds true only
in the case where

v = ξ ⇒ D∗(aξ) = 0 ⇒ D∗a = 0.

Then the solution of problem (4.2) is equal to zero and the definition of the operator D∗

shows that
∂2

∂xi∂xj
aijsh(x) = 0 for all s, h,

which can be called the divergence-free property of the tensor a.
Next, putting z = a(DNξ + ξ) = av, we have

a−1z = v, a−1z · z = av · v,
whence, by the properties of the tensor a−1,

0 ≤ 〈a−1(z − η) · (z − η)〉 = 〈a−1z · z〉 − 2〈a−1z〉 · η + 〈a−1〉η · η
= 〈av · v〉 − 2〈v〉 · η + 〈a−1〉η · η = ahomξ · ξ − 2ξ · η + 〈a−1〉η · η

for any symmetric (d×d)-matrix η. Consequently, taking η = 〈a−1〉−1ξ, we obtain

0 ≤ ahomξ · ξ − 2〈a−1〉−1ξ · ξ + 〈a−1〉−1ξ · ξ = (ahom − 〈a−1〉−1)ξ · ξ,
and the lower estimate (4.1) is proved. Herewith, the identity ahom = 〈a−1〉−1 holds true
only in the case where

(4.3) z = av = a(DNξ + ξ) = η, η = 〈a−1〉−1ξ.

Then the flux for the problem (4.2) is equal to the constant matrix 〈a−1〉−1ξ. In other
words,

a−1η = DNξ + ξ, ξ = 〈a−1〉η,
which can be called the potentiality property for the inverse tensor a−1 = b = {bijsh}.
The “representation in terms of a potential” is given by the relation

b · ·sh = DNξ + ξ, ξ = 〈a−1〉esh

(the matrix esh was introduced when we described problem (3.8)). This completes the
proof of (4.1).

Note that, by Lemma 2.3, condition (4.3) is fulfilled for problem (2.9).

§5. Some comments

Remark 1. In §1, it was noted that there is an analogy between the formula for the ho-
mogenized tensor ahom as in (2.5) and a similar formula for the one-dimensional operator

(5.1) ∇∗a(x/ε)∇, ∇ =
d

dx
, x ∈ R.

This similarity can be explained as follows. The cell problem for the operator (5.1) is
given by

∇∗
ya(y)(∇N(y) + 1) = 0, N ∈ H1

per(Y ), Y = [0, 1).

In terms of potential and divergence-free fields, this problem reduces to finding v such
that

(5.2) v ∈ Vpot(Y ) : a(v + 1) ∈ Vsol(Y ),

where, as usual,

Vpot(Y ) is the L2(Y )-closure of the set {∇ϕ : ϕ ∈ C∞
per(Y )},

Vsol(Y ) = Vpot(Y )⊥ = {b ∈ L2(Y ) : 〈b · v〉 = 0 for all v ∈ Vpot(Y )}.
(5.3)
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The definitions (5.3) make sense for any dimension d ≥ 1, but only for d = 1 we have
Vsol(Y ) = {c}, i.e., Vsol(Y ) coincides with the set of constants. By (5.2), we see that

(5.4) a(v + 1) = c ⇒ v = ca−1 − 1 ⇒ 0 = 〈v〉 = c〈a−1〉 − 1 ⇒ c = 〈a−1〉−1.

Similarly, problem (2.9) reduces to finding v such that

(5.5) v ∈ Vpot(Y ) : a(v + 1) ∈ Vsol(Y ),

where we put

Vpot(Y ) = {Δϕ : ϕ ∈ C∞
per(Y )}

L2(Y )
, Vsol(Y ) = Vpot(Y )⊥.

Here Vsol(Y ) = {c} is the set of constants for any dimension d ≥ 1. Applying (5.4) to
problem (5.5), we arrive at the homogenization formula (2.5). This was actually done in
the proof of Lemma 2.3.

Remark 2. The main results (see Theorems 3.1, 3.4) were derived by the approach sug-
gested in [5]. We mention its main points. First, it is the invocation of an additional
parameter of integration, by shifting the space argument of the coefficients in the equa-
tion, and the consequent averaging with respect to the shift parameter. The second
point is special analysis of the discrepancy for the first approximation in the initial equa-
tion. We have modified this analysis to apply it to the fourth order equations. Here
the key role is played by Lemma 3.2, which can be called the representation lemma for
the “divergence-free matrices”. At the beginning of §3, for the second order derivative

matrix ∇2ϕ =
{

∂2ϕ
∂xi∂xj

}d

i,j=1
, the notation Dϕ was introduced, in order to emphasize

its role as an analog of the potential vector field (in the usual sense) for fourth order
equations. Respectively, the matrices that are orthogonal in L2(Rd)d×d to the “potential
matrices” Dϕ, are called “divergence-free”.

The method suggested in [5] is based significantly on the known representation for
periodic divergence-free vector fields in terms of the matrix-valued potential, or, more
precisely, in terms of the divergence of a skew-symmetric matrix constructed by a specific
procedure (see, e.g., [3, Chapter I, §1]). Lemma 3.2 gives a similar representation for
periodic “divergence-free matrices”. Here the role of the potential is played by a fourth-
order tensor with certain skew-symmetry properties.

Remark 3. In §3 (see Subsection 3.4), the more or less known properties ot the shift
operator ϕ( · ) → ϕ( · +ω) and the Steklov averaging ϕ( · ) → (Sεϕ)( · ) were used. Their
proofs are given, e.g., in [5, 6].

As a by-product of the deduction of estimate (3.40), we obtain the fact that the
approximation defined in (3.39) belongs to H2(Rd). But, without using this result, it
is possible to check that the function (3.39) and its derivatives up to the order two
belong to L2(Rd). It suffices to refer to a proposition proved in [6]: if b ∈ L2(Y ), b is
1-periodic function, bε(x) = b(x/ε), and ϕ ∈ L2(Rd), then bεS

εϕ ∈ L2(Rd) and we have
‖bεSεϕ‖L2(Rd) ≤ ‖b‖L2(Y )‖ϕ‖L2(Rd).

Remark 4. Homogenization of fourth order equations was studied before, for instance,
in [3, Chapter XII] by the method of compensated compactness, and in [9] by the method
of two-scale convergence, of course, without any error estimates.

Remark 5. The results of Theorems 3.1 and 3.4 can be proved for arbitrary divergence-
type operators of even order 2m ≥ 4:

(5.6) (−1)s
∑

|α|,|β|=m

Dα(aαβ(x)D
β),
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where, as usual, the derivative is defined as Dα = ∂|α|

∂x
α1
1 ...∂x

αd
d

for any multi-index α =

(α1, . . . , αd), αj ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,m}, |α| = α1 + · · ·+αd. Here the 1-periodic coefficients aαβ
are such that aαβ ∈ L∞(Y ) and

(5.7)

∫
Rd

∑
|α|,|β|=m

aαβ(x)D
βϕDαϕdx ≥ λ

∫
Rd

∑
|α|=m

|Dαϕ|2 dx, ϕ ∈ C∞
0 (Rd),

with some constant λ > 0. The symmetry condition for the matrix of coefficients aαβ =
aβα is not needed. Moreover, the operator (5.6) may contain lower-order terms, i.e.,
summation in (5.6) can be extended to all multi-indices α, β such that |α|, |β| ≤ m. In
this case inequality (5.7) keeps its form.

In [3, Chapter V] and also in [10], the G-convergence for the operators of the class (5.6)
and for more general operators was studied, but the question about the error estimates
was not raised. The paper [11] was devoted to the operator error estimates, and the
results were announced at the XXVI Crimean Autumn Mathematical School (Batiliman,
17–29 September 2015) by the author.

Remark 6. For applications, it is of interest to study boundary value problems for oper-
ators of the form (1.1) in a bounded domain with various types of boundary conditions.
In the case of vibrations of a plate, different boundary conditions correspond to different
ways of the plate restraint (the plate is pinched, dropped on, free, and so on). The
issues of homogenization corresponding to the boundary-value problems arise naturally.
A method is developed to obtain operator error estimates for these problems. The first
step of this method is to obtain similar operator estimates for the resolvent equation
in the entire space, see, e.g., [6]. This first step is done in the present paper. The
further deduction of error estimates for homogenization of boundary-value problems for
fourth order equations with specific boundary conditions will be presented in subsequent
publications.

Added in proof. When the present paper was in the process of preparation for pub-
lication, the paper [12], also devoted to homogenization of higher order operators was
submitted to the St. Petersburg Mathematical Journal.
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